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vGroup’ Lining Kits utilise the latest CAD technology and CNC 
machines – cutting the required kits and panels from a range 
of high quality materials including plywood and polypropylene, 
tailored to the vehicle to protect its residual value. 

Our standard offering includes fitment and product warranty.

VEHICLE 
PROTECTION
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PLY: PREMIUM QUALITY

Protect vehicle interiors from dust, dirt and damage with functional custom fitted ply.

Features

 ¥ 6mm sides, 9mm floor and wheel boxes in Birch, tailor-made for vehicle
 ¥ Protects vehicle interior from dust, dirt and damage
 ¥ Supplied and fitted by our highly trained professionals

PLY: ENTRY QUALITY

Protect vehicle interiors from dust, dirt and damage with functional custom fitted ply.

Features

 ¥ 3.6mm sides, 6mm floor, tailor-made for vehicle
 ¥ Available for CDV, SWB, MWB, LWB, XLWB vehicles
 ¥ Protects from dust, dirt and damage
 ¥ Protects residual value

PLY: STANDARD QUALITY

Protect vehicle interiors from dust, dirt and damage with functional custom fitted ply.

Features

 ¥ 6mm sides, 9mm floor and wheel boxes, tailor-made for vehicle
 ¥ Available for CDV, SWB, MWB, LWB, XLWB vehicles
 ¥ Protects vehicle interior from dust, dirt and damage
 ¥ Supplied and fitted by highly trained professionals

 VEHICLE PROTECTION
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VEHICLE PROTECTION

NON-SLIP FLOORING

Durable material protects users items 
from slippage. Fits all vehicle types.

Features

 ¥ Tailor-made for your vehicle
 ¥ Available for CDV, SWB, MWB, LWB, 

XLWB vehicles
 ¥ Thicker material to endure higher levels 

of wear & tear
 ¥ Supplied and fitted by our highly trained 

professionals

SPEEDLINER

Speedliner is a tough, thick, urethane vmer 
coating, which is flexible and protects 
surfaces from day-to-day wear and tear,
weathering, corrosion and abrasion. 

Features

 ¥ Protects from abrasion and corrosion
 ¥ Numerous applications
 ¥ Usable for metal, aluminium, concrete 

or fibreglass
 ¥ Simple application

FINESSE BUBBLEBOARD LINING

Bubbleboard lining provides protection 
from dust, dirt and damage to the vehicle. 
Constructed from easy to clean recycled 
material.

Features

 ¥ For CDV, SWB, MWB, LWB, XLWB
 ¥ Protects vehicle interior from dust, dirt 

& damage
 ¥ Lightweight material
 ¥ Easily cleaned

POLYPROPYLENE LINING

Protects the vehicle floor from 
accumulating dirt, dust and damage 
caused by regular use. Made from a 
high-quality, durable material that will 
not harden or crack in extremes of hot 
and cold.

Features

 ¥ Protects vehicle interior from dust, 
dirt and damage

 ¥ Lightweight material
 ¥ Made from recycled material
 ¥ Easily cleaned
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VEHICLE PROTECTION

GRILL

Transform your vehicle with our easy to fit, no drilling or 
modifications “Raptor” style front grill.

Features

 ¥ Lightweight material
 ¥ No drilling required
 ¥ Easily fitted

BONNET GUARD

Bonnet Guard ensures that exposed surfaces are protect-
ed from stones, debris and insects. Light and flexible yet 
robust and reliable. 
Features

 ¥ Vehicle specific design
 ¥ Tough stabilised acrylic
 ¥ Dark smoke, transparent finish

FRONT LOWER PROTECTION BAR

Protect the vehicle from bumps, scrapes and other dam-
age with high quality, durable and easily fitted protection 
bars. Excellent value for money and great build quality.

Features

 ¥ Made from high-grade stainless steel & hand-finished
 ¥ Supplied with all fittings and fitting instructions
 ¥ Outstanding build quality

BED LINER

Features

 ¥ Protects from impacts,
 ¥ Resists paint, oil, petrol, battery acid and more
 ¥ Adjustable to all pick-ups
 ¥ High quality material

Designed to protect the bed of the pick-up from impacts, and resisting most 
common chemicals including paint, oil, petrol, battery acid and many more. 

Made from a high quality, heavy duty polyethylene. Custom moulding fits 
snugly following the curving lines of the pick-up bed. In most cases uses non 
drill fastening systems and retains the original tie down hooks.
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VEHICLE PROTECTION

SEAT COVER SINGLE

Protect the vehicle’s front seats from 
unwanted stains and damage. Suitable for 
most vehicles. Side airbag, seat belt and 
armrest provisions.

Features

 ¥ Durable, heavy duty design
 ¥ Full protection for the front seats
 ¥ Made from of waterproof material

SEAT COVER DOUBLE

Protect the vehicle’s front seats from 
unwanted stains and damage. Suitable for 
most vehicles. Side airbag, seat belt and 
armrest provisions.

Features

 ¥ Durable, heavy duty design
 ¥ Full protection for the front seats
 ¥ Made from of waterproof material

5MM RUBBER MATS

Protect the vehicle’s carpet and its 
residual value with the fully tailored, 
heavy-duty 5mm rubber floor mats. The 
anti-slip granulate backing and anchor 
fixing ensure the mats will stay where 
they belong.

Features

 ¥ Anti-slip backing
 ¥ Suitable for commercial vehicles

TAILORED MOULDED
RUBBER MATS

Our moulded rubber mat range is the 
perfect solution for interior vehicle protec-
tion. The mats are made from 100% rubber 
granulate without the smell. Easy to clean 
and fully tailored to specific vehicles.

Features

 ¥ 100% rubber
 ¥ Vanilla scent
 ¥ Easy to clean
 ¥ Laser measured, fully tailored
 ¥ Made in Europe
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vGroup only fits high quality products from Europe’s leading 
suppliers and manufacturers of roof racks, roof bars, steps and 
accessories.

INTERIOR RACKING 
SOLUTIONS



INTERIOR RACKING SOLUTIONS

COURIER TROLLEY

Simple and effective way to store and organise work tools, components and 
materials specifically designed for the electrical trade. Turn the van into a 
mobile workshop.

Features

 ¥ Lightweight construction
 ¥ Compact & foldable
 ¥ Large loading capacity

BESPOKE INTERIOR RACKING

Simple and effective way to store and organise work tools, components and 
materials specifically designed for the electrical trade. Turn the van into a 
mobile workshop.

Available for

 ¥ Builder
 ¥ Plumber
 ¥ Electrician and many more...
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INTERNAL
RACKING SOLUTIONS
Simple and effective way to store and organise work tools, components 
and materials. Turn the van into a mobile workshop.

Features

 ¥ Heavy duty
 ¥ Long lasting, strong and durable
 ¥ Easy clean

INTERIOR RACKING SOLUTIONS
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With over 15 years’ experience in manufacturing and producing 
commercial vehicle accessories,  Rhino can confidently claim 
to deliver exactly what the end-user is looking for to make their 
job easier.

EXTERIOR RACKING 
SOLUTIONS



ROOF BARS: 3

Durable and easy-to-use racks designed to help transport 
gear safely, easily and efficiently. Perfect for carrying 
loads that do not fit in the vehicle.

Features

 ¥ Heavy duty
 ¥ Long lasting, strong and durable
 ¥ Easy clean

ROOF BARS: 2

Durable and easy-to-use racks designed to help transport 
gear safely, easily and efficiently. Perfect for carrying 
loads that do not fit in the vehicle.

Features

 ¥ Fits to roof rails on the vehicle
 ¥ Useful storage of ladders and other    

equipment
 ¥ Assists with loading and removing    

ladders, reducing risk of injury
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LADDER CLAMPS

SafeClamp® incorporates strength, speed and style to provide a revolutionary ladder 
clamping system. SafeClamp® uses a composite beam structure and stainless steel 
anchor hook which offers high strength whilst providing excellent corrosion resistance.

Features

 ¥ Easy to use
 ¥ Secures ladders to the racking
 ¥ Easily fitted

FULL WIDTH REAR STEPS

The Full Width Rear Step combines a solution for areas surrounding health and safety 
when stepping in and out of the vehicle.

Features

 ¥ Double or triple step
 ¥ Available in yellow or black
 ¥ With or without reversing sensors

REAR LADDER ROLLER

The Rear Roller System attaches on to the rear Delta Bar and provides an easy way to 
load and unload onto the bar area whilst protecting the rear of the vehicle.The Rear 
Roller is available in various widths to accommodate all vehicle sizes.

Features

 ¥ Fits to roof bars on the vehicle
 ¥ Assists with loading and removing ladders, reducing risk of injury
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FULL MODULAR RACK
Durable and easy-to-use racks designed to help transport 
gear safely, easily and efficiently. Perfect for carrying 
loads that do not fit in the vehicle.

Features

 ¥ Heavy-duty fully welded system
 ¥ Includes built-in rear roller
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EXTERIOR RACKING SOLUTIONS

PIPE CARRIER

Built from exceptionally strong yet light in weight anodised aluminium extrusion. Pipe 
carriers provide an easy and dedicated storage area for long and thin items.

Features

 ¥ Available in 2m and 3m
 ¥ Fit to roof bars
 ¥ Lock provided to keep secure

GLASS FRAILS

A basic frame carrying rack, this system comes without any poling or strapping systems. 
It is ideal for the safe carriage of window frames or garage doors. 

Features
 ¥ Safe and secure
 ¥ High quality material
 ¥ No poling or strapping

Features

 ¥ Enables safe loading, securing & lifting of  ladders
 ¥ Stainless steel components
 ¥ Constructed from highly robust aluminium alloy
 ¥ Available in single and twin ladder configurations

The new SafeStow4 provides you with safe, secure and 
effortless ladder storage and handling. SafeStow4 is 
available in four variants, one of which will fit perfectly into 
the working day.

SAFESTOW SYSTEM 
WITH LADDER
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vGroup works with one of the largest European companies to 
provide professional, high-end tow bar solutions. Only offering 
dedicated wiring tow bars as we believe this is the only way to 
ensure safety for all towing vehicles. Offering single, double, 
fixed and detachable, we are able to fit your tow bar anywhere 
in mainland United Kingdom.

TOWING



TOWING

CAR FIXED SINGLE ELECTRIC TOWBAR

Ideal for wiring the towed vehicle or caravan road lights, reverse lights, and any interior 
electrics in the caravan such as the fridge and leisure battery.

Features

 ¥ Complete with 7 pin VSK
 ¥ Suitable for trailers and cycle carriers

CAR FIXED TWIN ELECTRIC TOWBAR (13 PIN)

Ideal for all towing needs. Powering the lights on a caravan, trailer or cycle carrier, 
a 13-pin socket can also provide power to the inside of your caravan.

Features

 ¥ Complete with 13 pin VSK
 ¥ Suitable for caravans trailers and cycle carriers

CAR DETACHABLE TOWBAR WITH SINGLE ELECTRIC

The detachable tow bar offers you all the versatility of the traditional version while only 
a small part of the tow bar remains visible when detached. This tow bar can be easily 
detached when not towing.

Features

 ¥ Complete with 7 pin VSK
 ¥ Suitable for trailers and cycle carriers
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LCV TOWBAR
TWIN ELECTRICS
Ideal for light commercial vehicles. Provides the power to lights on either a 
caravan, trailer or cycle carrier. Great and simple tow bar solution.

TOWING

CAR DETACHABLE TOWBAR 
WITH TWIN ELECTRIC (13 PIN)

The detachable tow bar offers all the versatility of the traditional version 
while only a small part of the tow bar remains visible when detached. 
This tow bar can be easily detached when not towing.

Features

 ¥ Complete with 13 pin VSK
 ¥ Suitable for caravans trailers and cycle carriers

Features

 ¥ Complete with 13 pin VSK
 ¥ Suitable for caravans trailers and cycle carriers

LCV TOWBAR SINGLE ELECTRICS

Ideal for light commercial vehicles. Provides the power to lights on either 
a caravan, trailer or cycle carrier. Great and simple tow bar solution.

Features

 ¥ Complete with 13 pin VSK
 ¥ Suitable for caravans trailers and cycle carriers
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Using only recognised lock manufacturers to give peace of 
mind and ensure that the vehicle is in safe hands. With over 
25 years’ experience, vGroup offers a full range of internal and 
external security solutions.

SECURITY



SECURITY

DEAD LOCK 
TO SINGLE SIDE LOAD DOOR

Keep belongings secure. Store expensive 
tools and equipment in vehicles for an 
extended period safely with armplated 
deadlocks. Deadlocks are manually 
engaged by the driver.

Features

 ¥ Equivalent to a 5 lever mortice lock
 ¥ Vehicle specific
 ¥ Supplied and fitted

SLAM LOCK 
TO SINGLE SIDE LOAD DOOR

Keep belongings safe and enjoy maxi-
mum security. Slamlock will automatically 
lock the vehicle door immediately after 
it is shut without requiring any further 
operation by the driver.

Features

 ¥ Steel barrel lock
 ¥ Locks automatically without use of key
 ¥ Industry standard specification
 ¥ Vehicle specific
 ¥ Supplied and fitted

DOOR DEAD 
LOCK TO REAR DOOR

Keep belongings secure. Store expensive 
tools and equipment in vehicles for an 
extended period safely with armplated 
deadlocks. Deadlocks are manually 
engaged by the driver.

Features

 ¥ Equivalent to a 5 lever mortice lock
 ¥ Vehicle specific
 ¥ Supplied and fitted

SLAM LOCK 
TO REAR DOOR

Keep belongings safe and enjoy maxi-
mum security. Slamlock will automatically 
lock the vehicle door immediately after 
it is shut without requiring any further 
operation by the driver.

Features

 ¥ Steel barrel lock
 ¥ Locks automatically without use of key
 ¥ Industry standard specification
 ¥ Vehicle specific
 ¥ Supplied and fitted
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BLANKING PLATES (TWIN DOORS)

Protect rear cabin and belongings from view with custom 
fitted blanking plates..

Features

 ¥ High quality steel
 ¥ Blocking out view of load space
 ¥ Tailored fit
 ¥ Added security against glass breakage and intrusion

BLANKING GRILLS (TAILGATE)

Keep belongings safe with secure blank grilles custom 
fitted to vehicle tailgate or twin doors.

Features

 ¥ High quality steel
 ¥ Industry standard specification
 ¥ Vehicle specific
 ¥ Added security against glass breakage and intrusion

2M LOAD LOCK

Keep your loads secure and avoid loose items causing 
vehicle damage

Features

 ¥ Track to secure items when travelling
 ¥ Avoids loose items causing damage to vehicle
 ¥ Available in 2m and 3m lengths

3M LOAD LOCK

Keep your loads secure and avoid loose items causing 
vehicle damage

Features

 ¥ Track to secure items when travelling
 ¥ Avoids loose items causing damage to vehicle
 ¥ Available in 2m and 3m lengths

BLANKING PLATES (TAILGATE)

Protect rear cabin and belongings from view with custom 
fitted blanking plates.

Features

 ¥ High quality steel
 ¥ Blocking out view of load space
 ¥ Tailored fit
 ¥ Added security against glass breakage and intrusion

BLANKING GRILLS (TWIN DOORS)

Keep belongings safe with secure blank grilles custom 
fitted to vehicle tailgate or twin doors.

Features

 ¥ High quality steel
 ¥ Industry standard specification
 ¥ Tailored fit
 ¥ Added security against glass breakage and intrusion

SECURITY
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TONNEAU COVER

This fiberglass lid offers increased security without aesthetic compromise. Simply 
opened with one central handle, which when closed secures the tonneau cover.

Features

 ¥ High quality material
 ¥ Industry standard specification
 ¥ Easy access
 ¥ Increased security

HARDTOP CANOPY

Equipped with automatic interior LED lights. Thanks to the luxurious vinyl it does not only 
look stylish but the interior is very easy to maintain. It also comes with integrated 55k 
capacity roof bars and a spoiler with high level LED brake light.

Features

 ¥ Remote central locking 
 ¥ Cab-high hardtop
 ¥ Tinted windows

ROLLER SHUTTER

Constructed from ultra-strong extruded aluminium, allows 500KG top loading. Features 
a high-quality dual action locking mechanism that completely secures the load-area, 
offering outstanding protection for tools, equipment or valuables.

Features

 ¥ Strong aluminium
 ¥ Dual locking mechanism
 ¥ Lightweight
 ¥ Maintenance free

ALUMINIUM LID

The ‘Outback’ chequer-plate tonneau cover is constructed with heavy duty aluminium 
and stainless steel lock and hinges supported by twin gas struts for easy opening. Rails 
enable loads to be easily secured.

Features

 ¥ Easy access
 ¥ Industry standard specification
 ¥ Built for all conditions
 ¥ High quality aluminium

SECURITY

 ¥ Pop-out side windows
 ¥ Sliding bulkhead window
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OXBOX
The Armorgard OxBox is a dependable solution for securing tools and equipment. 
This range of tool vaults is available in six sizes.

SECURITY

TREKDROR

The Armorgard TrekDror is a range of robust, steel tool drawers for 
vehicles and small spaces. It’s available in three different sizes.

Features

 ¥ High quality steel
 ¥ Three different sizes and stackable
 ¥ Secure and reliable

Features

 ¥ High quality steel
 ¥ Dependable
 ¥ Robust build

TUFF BANK

The Armorgard TuffBank sets the industry benchmark for quality and is a 
best-selling tool and equipment security storage solution.

Features

 ¥ Unique safety features
 ¥ Different sizes
 ¥ Secure and reliable
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vGroup offers a wide range of electrical accessories to suit 
every customer’s needs. Working with the industry’s leading 
manufacturers vGroup provides an end-to-end solution from 
beacons and blaze bars through to reverse warning alarms to 
keep vehicles both seen and heard.

LIGHTING & 
VENTILATION



LIGHTING AND VENTILATION

12V SMALL LIGHT BAR – MAGNETIC

Ideal for commercial vehicles. Magnetic mount for secure, easy installation, dust and 
waterproof. Simple, efficient and long lasting light.

Features

 ¥ Secured by solid magnets
 ¥ In-cab switch

12V SMALL LIGHT BAR – FIXED & ROTATING

Ideal for commercial vehicles. Easy installation, dust and waterproof. This efficient, long-
life light bar comes in various sizes.

Features

 ¥ Two rotating warning lights
 ¥ In-cab switch

12V MEDIUM LIGHT BAR – FIXED

Ideal for commercial vehicles. Easy installation, dust and waterproof. This efficient, long-
life light bar comes in various sizes.

Features

 ¥ Two rotating warning lights
 ¥ In-cab switch

12V LARGE LIGHT BAR – FIXED

Ideal for commercial vehicles. Easy installation, dust and waterproof. This efficient, long-
life light bar comes in various sizes.

Features

 ¥ Two rotating warning lights
 ¥ In-cab switch
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LIGHTING AND VENTILATION

12V AMBER BEACON 
(MAGNETIC OR FIXED, ROTATING)

Make vehicles instantly more visible in emergency situations. Perfect 
for use in fog, rain, snow. Durable and bright light. Fixed and magnetic 
options available.

Features

 ¥ Rotating warning lights
 ¥ 8 inch high case
 ¥ In-cab switch

12V MINI LIGHTBAR

Make vehicles instantly more visible in emergency situations. Perfect 
for use in fog, rain, snow. Durable and bright light. Fixed and magnetic 
options available.

Features

 ¥ Reflective LED modules
 ¥ Quad flash
 ¥ Cigarette plug with on/off and flash pattern selection switch (vacuum 

- magnet only)
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INTERNAL STRIP LIGHTS – MAGNETIC

Equip the vehicle interior with easily fitted internal strip lights. Longer 
wires are suitable for any model cars.

Features

 ¥ 15 inches long
 ¥ Two fluorescent tubes
 ¥ Manual switch mounted on light

INTERNAL STRIP LIGHTS – FIXED) 

Equip the vehicle interior with easily fitted internal strip lights. Longer 
wires are suitable for any model cars.

Features

 ¥ 15 inches long
 ¥ Two fluorescent tubes
 ¥ Manual switch mounted on light

LIGHTING AND VENTILATION
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ROOF VENT (ELECTRIC)

Prevent excessive heat, stale air, and strong odours. Fitted roof vent im-
proves driver productivity, reduces spoilage of goods and increases residual 
tvalues.

Features

 ¥ Professional ventilation
 ¥ Minimises condensation and excess humidity
 ¥ Strong and durable

ROOF VENT (WIND ASSIST)

Prevent excessive heat, stale air, and strong odours. Fitted roof vent im-
proves driver productivity, reduces spoilage of goods and increases residual 
values.

Features

 ¥ Provides ventilation 
 ¥ Minimises condensation and excess humidity
 ¥ Strong and durable

FLOOR VENT

Prevent excessive heat, stale air, and strong odours. Fitted roof vent im-
proves driver productivity, reduces spoilage of goods and increases residual 
values.

Features

 ¥ Professional ventilation
 ¥ Minimises condensation and excess humidity
 ¥ Strong and durable

LIGHTING AND VENTILATION
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LIGHTING AND VENTILATION

4.5m: SVBI/P1/CV/LEDFLASHER/4.5 9.5m: SVBI/P1/CV/LEDFLASHER/9.5

COMMERCIAL AMBER STROBE

Ultra bright LEDs to provide a consistent & enhanced warning performance.
With 4.5 or 9.5m long cables.

Features
 ¥ Multi-voltage operation
 ¥ Ultra bright LEDs
 ¥ Die-cast aluminium base for durability

SVBI/P1/CV/LED/MINIBAR

COMMERCIAL  AMBER LIGHT BAR

The commercial amber light  bar, with durable polycarbonate housing and IP66 rating 
will enhance visibility in challenging conditions.

Features
 ¥ Multi-voltage operation
 ¥ 72 ultra bright LEDs
 ¥ Cable included

SVBI/P1/CV/LEDSBEACON

ROTATING COMMERCIAL AMBER LIGHT

The amber rotating beacon, with durable polycarbonate housing and IP67 rating will 
enhance visibility in challenging condition.

Features
 ¥ Reverse polarity protection
 ¥ Built-in memory function
 ¥ Tough polycarbonate lens with UV resistance

SVBI/P1/CV/UNVBLEEPER

COMMERCIAL REVERSING ALARM

Be heard with the tonal reversing bleeper for all commercial vehicles 
with built-in silent function.

Features
 ¥ Beep-beep & white noise sound
 ¥ Built-in silent function
 ¥ IP67 water-resistant rating
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SVBI/P1/CV/LEDWLIGHT/3.5M and SVBI/P1/CV/LEDWLIGHT/5M

COMMERCIAL FLOODLIGHT

Great visibility with the ultra bright LED floodlight. The IP67 water-resis-
tant rating ensures the product can be used in any weather condition.

Features

 ¥ Multi-voltage operation
 ¥ Reverse polarity protection
 ¥ Die-cast aluminium housing
 ¥ IP67 water-resistant rating
 ¥ 3.5 or 5 metre long cable included

LIGHTING AND VENTILATION
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vGroup designs and applies vehicle branding, chevrons and 
fleet graphics to all types of commercial vehicles; including 
cars, light vans, trucks & trailers. vGroup ensures a co-ordinated 
and trouble free approach to brand application. The team of 
graphic designers, highly skilled in the design of car graphics 
and van graphics, also able to offer a solution for fleet vehicle 
graphic requirements.

SIGN WRITING 
AND CHEVRONS



SIGN WRITING AND CHEVRONS

BESPOKE LIVERY 

vGroup designs and applies vehicle branding, chevrons and fleet graphics to all types of 
commercial vehicles; including cars, light vans, trucks & trailers. vGroup ensures a co-ordi-
nated and trouble free approach to brand application. The team of graphic designers, highly 
skilled in the design of car graphics and van graphics, also able to offer a solution for fleet 
vehicle graphic requirements.

To discuss bespoke livery requirements, please contact a team member.

Features

 ¥ Entirely bespoke branding
 ¥ Development, design and delivery service
 ¥ Available as supply only
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CHEVRON KIT    

SIGN WRITING AND CHEVRONS

vGroup can supply and fit reflective chevron rear and side markings to any kind of vehicle for 
an added layer of safety when out on the roads. All of our health and safety chevrons are all 
premium grade for both day and night visibility.

CHAPTER 8 KIT

Kit includes rear and side chevrons and a light beacon.

Chapter 8 is the common term used for the Department of Transport’s Traffic Signs Manual, 
which provides guidelines for Companies operating on public Highways. 

It sets out the code of practice to enable companies to meet the legal requirements while 
working on the highways. 
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vGroup supplies and fits reflective chevron rear and side mark-
ings to any kind of vehicle for an added layer of safety when out 
on the roads. All health and safety chevrons are premium grade 
for both day and night visibility.

ELECTRONICS



ELECTRONICS

REVERSING ALARM

Prevent accidents by ensuring everyone is aware vehicle 
when reversing.

Features

 ¥ Audible alarm
 ¥ Night silent option available

SPEED LIMITER

With rising fuel costs speed limiters are becoming an 
increasingly popular investment. vGroup’ digital speed 
limiters once fitted to vans, minibus or cars allow fleet 
operators to limit a vehicle’s top speed. 

Features

 ¥ For vans, minibuses or cars
 ¥ Limits vehicles top speed
 ¥ Helps reduce fuel consumption

12V SOCKET

Easily provide navigation systems, telephones or other 
consumers with a power supply (max. 5A).

Features

 ¥ For connecting 12V devices to chargers
 ¥ 100 mm cable with fuse

REVERSING CAMERA

Parking assistance system for cars and light commercial 
vehicles. Take the guesswork out of parking.

Features

 ¥ Rear Reversing Camera, park assistance

CAT 1 ALARM

The Cat 1 alarm also offers an extensive choice of en-
hancements from remote central locking, a direct text 
alert system, headlight operation and window closure.

Features

 ¥ Ultrasonic interior protection & perimeter protection
 ¥ 2 circuit immobilisation
 ¥ Intelligent re-arm and passive arm
 ¥ Silent or selectable tone on arm/disarm

TELEMATICS

moDrive, a modular telematics offering that measures 
a number of data feeds including speed, engine revs, 
distance, mileage and VIN. It aids in reducing fuel.

Features

 ¥ Modular solution
 ¥ Measures multiple data feeds
 ¥ Helps reduce fuel consumption
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REAR PARKING SENSORS

Parking assistance system for cars and light commercial vehicles. Take the 
guesswork out of parking.

Features

 ¥ Available with colour coding
 ¥ Tow bar recognition
 ¥ Uses ultrasonic to measure the distance between vehicle and obstacles
 ¥ Audible indicator of distance to objects behind vehicle

FRONT & REAR PARKING SENSORS

Parking assistance system for cars and light commercial vehicles. Take the 
guesswork out of parking.

Features

 ¥ Available with colour coding
 ¥ Tow bar recognition
 ¥ Uses ultrasonic beams
 ¥ Audible indicator

ELECTRONICS
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ELECTRONICS

VT2000

Full HD 1080P 3G dash camera featuring instant remote cloud upload, with built-in GPS receiver 
allowing viewing of the incident the moment that it occurs. Monitor vehicle location, speed, 
impact force and driving style.

Features

 ¥ 1080P resolution – 170” Lens
 ¥ 32GB to 128GB SD card 
 ¥ Video telematics
 ¥ Remote video download

VT1000

Full HD 1080P forward facing camera delivers a complete view of vehicles and drivers ahead. 
A built-in GPS receiver ensures accurate information on vehicle location and speed.

Features

 ¥ 1080P resolution – 170” Lens
 ¥ 32GB to 64GB SD card 
 ¥ Panic button
 ¥ GPS for speed and location

VT 2.2

Forward facing incident recording camera with an input for an optional driver or passenger 
facing secondary camera. Can be used as a stand-alone system utilising the removable SD 
card to review video & data or as connected video telematics system.

Features

 ¥ 1080P resolution – 170” Lens
 ¥ 32GB to 128GB SD card
 ¥ Video telematics
 ¥ Remote video download
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ELECTRONICS

PARROT KIT MK19200

Make and receive calls without touching a handset 
thanks to the wireless connection between Parrot 
MK19200 and the telephone. Drive safely thanks to this 
Bluetooth hands free kit suited with LCD display.

Features

 ¥ Bluetooth hands free car kit with a 
    colour LCD

 ¥ Voice recognition
 ¥ Comfort and safety while driving
 ¥ Uses the car speakers

PARROT KIT CK31000

Make and receive calls without touching a handset 
thanks to the wireless connection between Parrot 
CK3100 LCD and the telephone. Drive safely thanks to this 
Bluetooth hands free kit.

Features

 ¥ Bluetooth hands free car kit
 ¥ Voice recognition
 ¥ Comfort and safety while driving
 ¥ Uses the car speakers
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COSMOS — CATHEGORY
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vGroup offer more than just physical products, there is also a 
range of websites, apps and online solutions available to support 
customers and also the vehicle end user. Our platforms function to 
reduce either labour, plastic and paper usage, or to increase cus-
tomer engagement, communication and brand awareness.
 
A number of these solutions are available to OBL, 
please ask our team for more information.

PLATFORMS



COSMOS — CATHEGORY
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LINKING THE INDUSTRY TOGETHER

vLink
 ∞ New online ordering platform
 ∞ Enhanced customer journey through improved user experience
 ∞ One log in, one check out, one platform
 ∞ User friendly platform with images and descriptions

vLink is our new online ordering platform to link all of our 
brands together. vLink is a major differentiator within our 
sector and further sets us apart from current and future 
competitors. It delivers an improved customer journey 
and improvements in the automation of orders will 
reduce the cost of trading with vGroup International.

vLink will improve customer satisfaction with the im-
provements it brings to the customer journey. To reduce 
customer admin time we have reduced the amount of 
clicks from start of order to checkout. Users now only 
have to log in and out of different platforms, they can 

To find out more information, contact sales@vgroupinternational.com.

now order everything within one log in and under one 
checkout. Product images are now a key highlight of 
vLink as customers can now see what products they are 
ordering and what the packs include. Overall, vLink is one 
step closer to becoming an E-Commerce website, it is 
more user friendly and has become more familiar to use 
to our customers.
 
In the next feature, vLink will be our own online catalogue 
open to any customer and any route to market as a full 
scale eCommerce platform with category management 
tabs.
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COSMOS — CATHEGORY
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MATS FOR YOU, BY YOU.

MATAPP by vLink
 ∞ Ultimate solution for bespoke floor and boot mats
 ∞ Perfectly suited to both dealer and retail environments
 ∞ Exceptional handover experience without holding stocks
 ∞ Cross-platform compatible application
 ∞ Distributor and retailer dashboard to manage products and orders

'MATAPP by vLink' has been developed to offer a revo-
lutionary way to purchase bespoke, tailored car mats 
through retailers and dealerships. The platform helps 
stores and branches reduce stock levels, whilst providing 
an exceptional customer experience for end users. 
‘MyMat’ gives access to store insights, where retailers 
and dealers can see which locations are best performing. 
Setting up products and configurations centrally and 
managing the platform from one location is an invaluable 
tool for network wide rollout. The application has been 

To find out more information, contact sales@vgroupinternational.com.

designed with digital ‘KIOSK’ terminals in mind, but also 
works seamlessly across computers, tablet and mobile 
phones.

The platform will strengthen vGroup’s relationship with 
retailers and dealerships, whilst showcasing manufacturing 
capabilities and implementing JIT deliveries without own, 
dedicated fleet. Multiple income streams are key for business 
growth and sustainability, therefore the next phase will offer 
products from our travel and breakdown range.
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THE ULTIMATE QR CODE SOLUTION.

QRS by vLink
 ∞  Easy one stop shop for all driver needs
 ∞  Supporting the 4th industrial revolution, Connectivity
 ∞  Dynamic updates, giving the driver the most up to date data
 ∞  Reduce plastic and paper without impacting the driver experience
 ∞  Improved environmental impact

’vScan’, the QR Code platform delivers a dynamic way 
for leasing companies to communicate with end users. 
It enables users to top up their safety kits, access in-life 
services and find contact information. 

The digital solution can be updated at any time, infor-
mation to driver is always relevant. The platform offers 
an opportunity to upsell to more safety items, providing 
additional rebate opportunity for customers. ‘vScan’ 
aims to reduce overall stock risks, updating details online 

To find out more information, contact sales@vgroupinternational.com.

to eradicate obsolescence. Finally, thanks to ’vScan’, 
the number of items in packs can be reduced through 
consolidation, money and material saving resulting 
in improved environmental impact and better driver 
experience. Smarter products deliver better pricing and 
stronger customer experience.

For vGroup, the platform will reduce paper and plastic 
usage through consolidating marketing assets in packs 
and reduce labour on requesting stock replenishments.
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ONE STOP SHOP FOR ALL COMMERCIAL VEHICLE SERVICES.

FITMENT by vLink
 ∞  One stop shop for commercial vehicle services
 ∞  Managing installers and fitters
 ∞  Live updates on projects and jobs
 ∞  Route management and planning
 ∞  Built-in image gallery

We have developed an application to manage fitments 
in a more efficient way through installers and fitters. The 
application focuses on jobs and gives us live updated 
throughout the process. The built-in image library helps 
us establish a solution to offer a consistent quality of fit-
ments across multiple locations. The FITMENT application 
is used mainly for internal purposes to reduce labour and 
to offer an enhanced customer service for our customers. 

The next phase of the application will feature a one stop 
commercial vehicle shop for all customers with integrated 
calendar, invoice database and digital signature function.

To find out more information, contact sales@vgroupinternational.com.
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BESPOKE SOLUTION FOR EVERY CUSTOMER.

eCommerce Shops
 ∞  Developed, run and managed by the vGroup eCommerce team
 ∞  Bespoke branding
 ∞  Customer product listing
 ∞  Own customer service team
 ∞  Orders are being fulfilled by vGroup

vGroup can develop, design and deliver custom ecom-
merce shops for your brand and business. Filled with 
custom, pre-selected products we introduce a channel 
where your end-users and customers can order vGroup 
products for themselves. 

Working with the industry's best, we can offer you this 
digital solution free of charge.

To find out more information, contact sales@vgroupinternational.com.
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SOLVING CHALLENGES FOR PDI CENTRES AND DEALERSHIPS, NATIONWIDE.

vSupply
 ∞  Tracking orders through an online portal
 ∞  Less touch points for driver packs
 ∞  Less stock to be held at site at all times
 ∞  Improvement on labour time
 ∞  Sustainable solution for PDI Centre and Dealership growth

More dealers are using PDI centres to manage the vehicles and fit the 
packs and PDI centres are seeing increased stock, storage and labour 
needs. In order to develop our partnerships, vGroup developed the 
‘vSupply’ solution.

To find out more information, contact sales@vgroupinternational.com

‘vSupply’ is an online portal where individual PDI centres can see what 
packs have been ordered to come to their sites, whilst providing a PDI 
log in to access the order bank and call off ordered packs in line with 
work schedules. vGroup can use the pending order lists to build an ‘order 
bank’ for production for better future estimations.
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CONNECTING THE VEHICLE LEASING COMMUNITY.

Ebbon Dacs Integration
 ∞  More than 2,000 fleet dealers and groups rely on Leaselink
 ∞  #1 fleet eProcurement solution
 ∞  Improve efficiency
 ∞  Over 200,000 vehicles are ordered through the Leaselink
 ∞  Complete integration

The Ebbon Dacs Integration allows for a more auto-
matic pack selection process for leasing and dealership 
customers. Using this integration, the dealer is not able 
to proceed to delivery stage of vehicle unless a pack has 
been ordered, which delivers a 100% pack penetration 
in vehicles where a pack is requested by the leasing 
company. This will secure rebates for leasing companies 
and avoid dealer selecting incorrect pack or envelope 
option to ensure driver always has the correct details.  

The integration reduces clicks from log in to order 

To find out more information, contact 
sales@vgroupinternational.com

completion and puts the responsibility of pack selection 
on the leasing company or vGroup. The integration gives 
access for leasing company 
to include the pack into the tCard in Leaselink.

When the dealer gets to the stage when the vehicle is 
in stock, a link will appear in Leaselink that forwards the 
dealer to the prepopulated pack order page. The dealer 
only needs to confirm a couple of elements such as make 
and model of the vehicle, then push into the basket. Thus 
reducing the overall labour to the dealer.
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